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It must be summer—not justbecause the sun has made a long-
awaited appearance but because

the establishment media are full of
stories about internal “tensions”
within the Government. And then of
course we have the summer schools.

Pages are filled with leaked statements
and ministers jockeying for space. The
Blueshirts of Fine Gael demand that the
Government hold the line in budget cuts and
budget deficits, with percentages of this,
that, and the other, while Labour Party
ministers wander around aimlessly, throwing
shapes about “holding out” for a “softer”
budget, that the unemployed and those on
social welfare should not be cut—not that
people on social welfare are already on the
breadline and simply can’t take any more
cuts.

The Fine Gael wing of this decrepit
Government want to continue reducing
government spending by €3.1 billion in cuts
and savings. This means more cuts, as most
“savings” are cuts anyway.

The Government are committed to
reducing the fiscal deficit to 5.1 per cent by
2014 and to 3 per cent by 2015. Their
strategy has been based on increasing
exports, thereby increasing GDP and
reducing the ratio of debt to GDP.

Approximately 60 per cent of exports are
from the pharmaceutical industry, the bulk of
which are big-brand patented drugs. Next
month the widely used anti-cholesterol drug
Lipitor will cease to be covered by patent
law; this will be followed over the next year

by a number of other important drugs that
are manufactured in Ireland. Ending these
patents in the next year will significantly
affect export figures. This can only mean
that the debt-to-GDP ratio will increase,
resulting in even deeper cuts in government
spending and increased charges as they
struggle to bring the ratio down to about 3½
per cent. 

They witter on about reducing the deficit
so as to send a message to global bankers
and the EU that the strong men are still in
charge. The EU’s chief bottle-washer, Klaus
Regling, has also called for adherence to a
budget adjustment of €3.1 billion next year.

Meanwhile they continue to talk about this
state leaving the bail-out programme by the
end of 2013. This may well happen, as the
EU needs to show that the “Programme for
Ireland” has been a success and that the
Irish people have dutifully taken the bitter
but necessary medicine, and that workers in
the other peripheral countries should stop
whingeing and protesting and just follow the
Irish example. 

We may well leave the “programme”; but
that will only be the beginning of a new and
deeper phase of cuts and of attacks on
working people. As the CPI has said on
many occasions, each solution presented
creates new and deeper problems for the
ruling clique. 

They are continuing with their policy of
privatisation, with An Bord Gáis now on the
chopping-block. Recent figures from the HSE
show that the transfer of home-help services

continued overleaf

MIDSUMMER MADNESS

‘The EU’s chief bottle-
washer, Klaus Regling,
has also called for
adherence to a budget
adjustment of €3.1
billion next year’

‘And in the end, as
ever, money talks, and
isn’t that the thing?’
Fiona Muldoon 
Director of credit
institutions and
insurance supervision,
Central Bank of Ireland,
2 August 2013
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Class  

Increasing numbers of workers are
being condemned to jobs that offer
no security of employment, no fixed

hours of work, and very little prospect of
achieving a decent standard of living.

This is nothing new, as anyone who has read
The Ragged-Trousered Philanthropists knows;
but the number is increasing significantly in
Ireland, and indeed globally, and it is now clear
that the debt socialised by the state is being
used as the context for a restructuring of the
economy as a low-wage, low-security economy,
undoing a century of hard-won gains by trade
union and socialist activists.

In Ireland, Greece and Portugal, as well as
countries that have applied for membership of
the EU, unelected bureaucrats and central
bankers impose not only debt and privatisation
but labour “reforms” and industrial relations
reforms that are restructuring society to meet
the needs of highly mobile and aggressive
capital. In other EU counties, including
Germany, “partnership” arrangements are used
to implement similar structural changes that
protect older permanent employees while
facilitating the restructuring towards precarious
work.

These are significant changes that, a hundred
years after the 1913 Lock-out, are undoing a
century of labour victories and progress for
working people, shocking (in the sense of
Naomi Klein’s Shock Doctrine) society
backwards. This crisis is being used to
transform society even further towards the
needs of capital and towards the very basic level
of pay required to reproduce just enough of
labour globally to maintain the working class for
the needs of capital. Subsistence living and
poverty are a reality for many workers, never
mind the plight of the billions of unemployed.

An insight provided by Marxist political
economy (and bourgeois political economists,
including Adam Smith) is the labour theory of
value, which sees the price of a commodity
fluctuate above or below the amount of labour
involved in producing it. Viewing labour itself as
a commodity suggests that its value (translated
into wages on the market) is what is required to
sustain itself and reproduce itself for capital’s
exploitation. So, in essence, all capital wants to
pay a worker is enough to train them, keep
them going while at the optimum working age,
and have children so that future labour exists.
Capital has no interest in what happens outside
your working hours or in your older years.

This was the reality for most workers a
hundred years ago, and now we are returning to
the same.

The generally accepted definition of
precarious work is instability, lack of protection,
insecurity, and social and economic
vulnerability. Its features are low pay, 0-hour
contracts, agency work, fixed-term contracts,
part-time work and underemployment, low skill
with few opportunities for training or career
advancement, easy hiring and firing and quick
turnover, and a lack of social welfare once

unemployed. In Ireland we’ve also seen the
dismantling of joint labour committees and
pressure on the minimum wage.

The right wing present precarious work as
positive flexibility, giving workers more control
and “ownership” of their lives; as one business
commentator, Peter Shawn Taylor, put it, “the
trend marks an advantage for workers as well,
who gain more control over their work-life
relationships.”

‘Precarious work makes
it impossible for
workers and their
families to budget, plan,
or save sufficiently’

We know that the reality is in fact the
opposite. Precarious work makes it impossible
for workers and their families to budget, plan,
or save sufficiently. It complicates child-care
arrangements. It can have a serious effect on

social welfare claims, in particular lone parent’s
allowance. It divides workers between longer-
serving permanent employees and newer
employees. It creates divisions within unions
and ultimately weakens labour, to the benefit of
capital.

0-hour contracts, in particular, leave workers
at the mercy of their employers in getting
enough hours and appropriate hours. This puts
them at the mercy of their managers and
prevents union activism or any dissension in the
work-place. It is used as a tool for disciplining
and controlling workers.

In the EU 15 temporary employment has
risen from 8 per cent of the work force in the
late 1980s to its present level of 15 per cent. In
Germany, the so-called employment miracle, 7¾
million people were in atypical employment;
over a period of ten years this figure has
increased by 46 per cent. Contrary to the
popular image, about a fifth of all workers in
Germany are in low-paid work—a significant
increase over previous decades.

4.9 million workers in Germany qualify for
state support. In the metal industries, since the

beginning of the crisis only 5 per cent of new
employees have been permanent, the rest agency
workers or contract workers. In one BMW plant
30 per cent of the workers are on temporary
contracts.

A tenth of Mexico’s work force are employed
by temporary agencies. There are an estimated
1.4 million agency workers in Britain. Nokia in
China employs 30 per cent of its work force
through agencies. More than half of all
electronics workers in Thailand are agency
workers.

In Ireland a fifth of all workers are now in
low-paid work. Part-time work has grown from
16 per cent of the work force in 2006 to 24 per
cent. 56 per cent of workers surveyed in the
retail industry had part-time contracts, and 45
per cent reported that their hours change at least
monthly, preventing any possible budgeting and
greatly restricting access to credit, loans, or
mortgages.

Young workers and women workers are far
more likely to be in precarious work. And the
Government, through the “Job Bridge” scheme,
has in effect given the green light to all private-
sector employers to embrace precarious work as
the model employment contract of the future.

As we can see, the growth in precarious work
is not unique to Ireland: it is truly part of the
global economic system. It is a growing feature
of capitalism in the twenty-first century.
Employers are actively using precarious work to
shift the cost of declining profit and stagnation
onto workers. It comes as a consequence of the
weakness of the labour movement but also
significantly weakens labour in the process.

Unions will testify that organising 0-hour
contract workers is extremely difficult, as the
ability to increase or reduce hours of work is
used to “discipline” workers and prevent union
leaders emerging from the shop floor. The
European Union is actively promoting this in
what it calls its “flexicurity” model—though it is
significantly lacking in security for workers—in
its aggressive attempts to regain lost
competitiveness against India, Russia, China, the
United States, and elsewhere.

The challenge this presents to socialists and
the labour movement is real. Not only is it
hurting our class, it is weakening our ability to
mobilise our class for progressive change. The
Turkish sociologist Fatma Ülkü Selçuk presents
the challenge thus:

If the unions cannot succeed in introducing
effective measures against growing
unemployment and precarious work, the
workers’ movement will suffer a serious
defeat. Just as capitalists undermine
unionized workers in the formal sector with
the threat of giving their jobs to the
unorganized in the informal sector, they
discipline all workers by threatening to
replace them with the unemployed. It is clear
that unless unions develop effective forms of
struggle, they will sooner or later vanish
from the scene of history. Yet, there is hope
and it is growing stronger. If unions

organize the unemployed and the informal
sector workers, they can present a serious
challenge to the anti-union current and start
healing the wounds of the labor movement.
As a class-conscious movement and party,

how do we confront this challenge? There is
increasing grass-roots mobilisation within
unions, but it is disorganised and apolitical.
There is also increasing talk of restructuring at
the top, but this appears to be for placing the
movement even further under the thumb of the
Labour Party and stripping it of its own
independent vision of society. Restructuring
without the radical political change required to
organise the unemployed and precarious work
force will do nothing to reverse the decline in
membership or help us to find again our
industrial leverage.

James Connolly recognised this and warned
of the folly of mergers and restructuring without
revolutionary politics:

Recently I have been complaining in this
column and elsewhere of the tendency in the
Labour movement to mistake mere
concentration upon the industrial field for
essentially revolutionary advance. My point
was that the amalgamation or federation of
unions, unless carried out by men and
women with the proper revolutionary spirit,
was as likely to create new obstacles in the
way of effective warfare, as to make that
warfare possible. The argument was
reinforced by citations of what is taking
place in the ranks of the railwaymen and in
the transport industry. There we find that
the amalgamations and federations are
rapidly becoming engines for steam-
rollering or suppressing all manifestations
of revolutionary activity, or effective
demonstrations of brotherhood. Every
appeal to take industrial action on behalf of
a union in distress is blocked by insisting
upon the necessity of “first obtaining the
sanction of the Executive,” and in practice it
is found that the process of obtaining that
sanction is so long, so cumbrous, and
surrounded with so many rules and
regulations that the union in distress is
certain to be either disrupted or bankrupted
before the Executive can be moved. The
Greater Unionism is found in short to be
forging greater fetters for the working class;
to bear to the real revolutionary industrial
unionism the same relation as the servile
State would bear to the Co-operative
Commonwealth of our dreams.
We need a movement committed to all

working people, not just sectoral interests, with
a vision of society for all working people; a
movement that does not believe there is only the
one way within the narrow constraints of what
EU monopoly capital allows us; a movement
that promotes its political goals and does not
leave it to the Labour Party; and, most
importantly, a movement not afraid to pursue its
class interests, as the men and women of 1913
did. [NL]

continued from page one
from direct provision by the state to private
providers has led to them now paying private
contractors 1,600 per cent more for the
same service once provided directly by the
state.

This is what privatisation is all about:
ripping off the public purse to feed vested
interests and bloat the profits of big
business.

This Government—and any other
combination of parties that may form any
future Government—have nothing to offer
the people. They are just gatekeepers for the
interests of the rich, for the EU and
international finance houses, while
thousands of families await a knock on the
door from the bailiffs coming to evict them
from their homes, as they can’t make their
mortgage payments.

None of these real concerns of the people
will be discussed in the national media in
any meaningful way, nor at the exhibitions of
ideological sophistry that are the summer
schools—the play-pens for establishment
politicians, political hacks, and tame
academics.

What these really are are conduits for
spreading and reinforcing the dominant
ideas and continuing to blow smoke in
people’s eyes, especially the idea that there
is no alternative to this system: all we need
is a bit of tweaking here and there, but no
fundamental change is required.

These events pretend to act as the voice
of the real Ireland, the authentic Ireland,
with the odd (sometimes very odd) lefties
allowed in. The establishment media dutifully
reprint the words of wisdom from these
ladies and gentlemen (mostly gentlemen).

What is not being discussed is the fact
that the national debt has hit an
unsustainable level: 120 per cent of GDP
this year. This does not take into account, or
quietly ignores, what are known as “off-
balance-sheet” debts for guaranteed bank
borrowings, NAMA borrowings, and
underfunded pension liabilities.

The illusion of democracy so carefully
woven by the establishment is showing
some gaping holes. The people only get one
opportunity every four or five years to make
a mark on a piece of paper; after that they
are told to stand back and let those who
know best make the decisions.

The time for such a narrow concept of
democracy going unchallenged has passed.
Democracy is much more than just voting
every four years for a number of different
political parties, all with the one ideology. It’s
time for a much more profound democratic
transformation if we are to attempt to solve
the people’s problems rather than the crisis
of the system. Because these two things are
incompatible.  [EMC]

The precarious
working class
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Writing in an earlier issue, we
advised our readers to view the
decade of centenary

commemorations not as a collection of
isolated events but rather as the
unfolding of a series of dramatic events,
each dependent on the others.

A hundred years ago, modern Ireland was
being moulded within a crisis of imperial
conflicts, with its high point the slaughter of the
First World War. Thus, against a background as
diverse as the signing of the Ulster Covenant, the
building of the Titanic, and the preparations for
the 1916 Rising, we were not so sure what we
were being asked to commemorate. One thing
was certain: Ireland’s path in the world would
never be the same again.

But for now the commemorations of the 1913
Lock-out have fascinated the country. From
strawberries and cream at a garden party in Áras
an Uachtaráin to Liberty Hall being shrouded in
an exterior wrap with works of art depicting
scenes from the events, there is something for all
tastes.

As usual, academic Ireland is pushing its boat
out, with seminars, books, and television
programmes. However, it should be
acknowledged that those who have always
realised the historical significance of the 1913
events have also publicly been sure of its
message. As well as the political left, community
groups are proudly presenting the horrors of
conditions in the Dublin slums, with no
apologies for “Larkinism” and the class-based
“fiery crusade.” If even a small few of our young
people—isolated from all this radical history in
our school system—are infused with the drama,
it will be worth it.

But 1913 was not an isolated struggle, as we
have pointed out. It was the high point of the
entry of the Irish working class as a major
organised force into the national life of the
country. Kept to the sidelines by sectional craft
unions, the vast majority of semi-skilled workers
and “labourers” lived in poverty. They were kept
as political cannon fodder for the gombeen
remnants of the Parnellite Irish Party. That is
why Connolly proposed in Clonmel in 1912 that
the Irish Trades Union Congress create a Labour
Party to break the hold of the Irish Tammany
Hall. He himself had earlier created the Irish
Socialist Republican Party to further the spread
of socialist ideas.

The features that gave rise to the great
industrial unrest, based on the upsurge of the
rank and file of labour, was a reflection of what
was happening in the growing cities of Britain,
Australia, and the United States. Known in
Britain as the “new unionism” and in the United
States taking the form of the Industrial Workers
of the World, it was permeated by the radicalism
of anarchists, syndicalists, socialists, and
Marxists.

Everywhere it met the iron heel of the ruling
class; the William Martin Murphys were
everywhere, and behind them their judges, cops,
goons, and scabs—not forgetting the press.

For the masses of workers to build a trade
union movement in their image took years of
struggle, defeats, and rebuilding. 1913 was
preceded by the Belfast Lock-out of 1907, by the
general strikes in Wexford and Sligo. The
organising of women workers into unions and
solidarity work was another necessity of this
newborn power.

The independent role of labour divided
society and brought people of good will to its

side. Nothing symbolised this phenomenon
more sharply than the creation from a strikers’
self-defence force of a revolutionary army, the
Irish Citizen Army. To bourgeois Ireland this
was indeed the “terrible beauty” that was born.

It was Connolly who said that “the best way
to respect the dead is to honour the dead”; and
indeed a new youth group in Dublin calls itself
1913, Unfinished Business. But today’s world is a
far different place; so where should we begin?

Profound changes have taken place in the
structure and composition of the working class,
as in society itself, since Connolly and Larkin’s
day. No more will thousands of workers stream
out of Jacob’s biscuit factor or Boland’s mills;
the Titanic docks are a museum; Britain is
deindustrialised; and Detroit, the centre of the
American car industry, is a bankrupt ghost city.

Trade union membership has never been
lower, yet all the inequality and social
deprivation remain, though sometimes
concealed. The power of capital, particularly
finance capital, is as firmly entrenched as ever
but with a new aggressiveness born from the
banking crisis. Everywhere in Europe the

working people are being squeezed to save the
profits of the speculators, banks, and financial
institutions. What were termed “good jobs” are
being replaced—if at all—by low-paid, short-
contract, part-time and non-union jobs in the
private sector.

There are elements of a rerun of the pre-1913
situation in all this, such as sectional trade
unionism, particularly in the public sector; but
where is the new unionism? It cannot be created

by blaming the “bureaucracy,” nor by leftist
wishful thinking; after all, we are dealing with
grass roots that are atomised, fragmented, and
apolitical.

However, we have to win young people in
particular to the concept that union membership
can make a difference and to win union activists
to the need for new approaches to overcome the
negativity of “being union.” Campaigning among
traditionally low-paid jobs, many of them largely
made up of women, has been successfully
undertaken by Mandate and SIPTU, perhaps
encouraged by American unions taking on
Walmart and McDonald’s.

The new unionism of 1913 had that other
necessary ingredient: it knew who the class
enemy was, and it knew that you needed to fight
it. From its ranks it developed the thinking to
sustain itself in the belief that there was
something better. It rejected the perceived
wisdom of the day that there is no alternative.

Today much of the “TINA” thinking is
coming from sections of the leadership of the
trade union movement itself. Influencing this
are the sectional interests that narrow the
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MediaIreland

The move of the right-wing
broadcaster Pat Kenny from the state-
owned RTE to Newstalk came as little
surprise to those on the left who keep
an eye on these things.

Over the years Kenny has dropped the
liberal façade and openly embraced the
culture of neo-liberalism. His dispassionate
tones and analysis belied an eye for the main
chance. Money is his god, as became
evident in the displays of toadying towards
the rich and famous on his chat shows.

When it comes to stashing the cash,
Kenny himself is no slouch. An old squash-
playing associate of his told me: “He likes to
win—in sport and in life—and he can be a
right ruthless bastard in the process.” His
dealings over a right of way on Gorse Hill,
Dalkey, some years ago may be said to
underline that point.

As he rose to the top of the heap out in
RTE, Kenny’s wealth accumulated. At first he
mixed with the likes of Chris de Burgh (Lady
in Red), Eddie Jordan (of grand prix fame),
and the nascent Dalkey bourgeoisie. Then
the banking and investment boys became his
chums.

He was one of RTE’s highest-earners: in
2008 alone he pocketed €951,000. (In
fairness to him it must be pointed out that
he did take a cut to a lowly €630,000 in
more recent times.) His wealth meant that
he could afford to speculate on property
deals during the boom times with the
expectation of great returns.

About this time Kenny was linked to
business “leaders” such as the now bankrupt
developer Seán Dunne and Lar Bradshaw.
Indeed he was joint owner with these two
and four other investors in no. 3 George’s
Dock, Dublin, in 1997, a property in the
International Financial Services Centre that
was rented by NCB Stockbrokers and CIT
Aerospace. The syndicate was put together
by Derek Quinlivan of Quinlivan Private, who
moved to Switzerland when the market
crashed. (His debts taken over by NAMA.)

One report said of Kenny that “through
Quinlan, he also has stakes in property
syndicates with interests in Budapest, Prague

and London, which collectively owe Anglo
Irish Bank €95m.” He is believed to have
invested €600,000 in the Four Seasons
Hotel in Budapest through the Quinlan
consortium. Other investments included his
purchase of a suite at the Ritz Carlton Hotel
in Einniskerry, Co. Wicklow, for approximately
€2 million.

During all this time, many of his shows
were paeans to the wonderful work of the
investors and other “wealth-creators.” Trickle-
down economics were the order of the day.
Proposals to increase tax on the rich were
not warmly welcomed. For Kenny is a
mouthpiece of the Irish establishment. Their
ideology is clearly his.

He sympathises with the rich who have
fallen on hard times; for the poor there is
always grace, favour and charity from the
Dennis O’Brien and J. P. McManus camp.
This charity is hailed by the rich and their
cronies but questioned by many. As one critic
of O’Brien wrote, “it is too easy to garner
plaudits for philanthropy on the back of
donations of cash, some of which is not
ethically yours to give.”

Now Kenny is off to Newstalk, the station
owned by Denis O’Brien, the well-known tax-
avoider and a person used to having his own
way with the media. It has been reported
that his new wage will be in the region of €1
million per annum.

The Communist Party of Ireland has
constantly reminded us that “the media are
not neutral; business and financial interests
determine the political priorities and the
agendas of governments and the majority of
the parties that move in and out of
government.”

According to the Village, O’Brien
threatened to sue the corruption watchdog
Transparency International for linking Ireland’s
descent down its international corruption
index not just to the Mahon and Moriarty
Tribunals in general but to Denis O’Brien in
particular. And the editor of the Sunday
Independent, Anne Harris, has claimed that
seventeen journalists have received legal
letters from Denis O’Brien in the last ten
years. This is Pat Kenny’s new employer. MA]

Pat Kenny does well

concept of a trade union movement to a
collection of self-interest associations. And
adding to it are the apologists for the status quo
who support this Government, believing that a
purely Fine Gael one would be worse without
Labour Party participation. The SIPTU magazine
Liberty quotes its vice-president, Patricia King,
as saying: “There are only five members of the
Government who have any interest in
implementing collective bargaining reforms to

provide trade unions with greater scope to
represent workers.”

The editorial in the same issue talks tough.
As part of speculations about the budget it
maintains that the Troika, the Central Bank and
the ESRI are pressing for the €3.1 billion
austerity, while it rejects this as being necessary
because of leeway with the promissory note deal,
Croke Park 2, etc. It urges Gilmore to take on the
blackmail threats and even goes as far as to say,
“Éamon Gilmore and the Labour Party must
stick to their guns even if this means leaving the
Government.”

Would this happen? Am I being cynical in
suggesting that something called the “national
interest” might intrude at the last minute?

As we know, however, deeds speak louder
than words. As this article was being written
Dubliners were walking to work. Workers in the
state-owned Dublin Bus were on strike to defend
gains won by previous generations. 

Who is the minister of state for public and
commuter transport? 

Alan Kelly TD, a member of the Labour Party
and of SIPTU.  [TR]

A decade of centenaries
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The reconstruction of the old pre-
1922 United Kingdom is right on
track. Following the slobber-fest in

Dublin Castle when the British queen
was feted by a fawning Irish elite in May
2011, the British prime minister, David
Cameron, remarked that the occasion
marked the beginning of a new and
closer relationship between Ireland and
Great Britain. How right he was!

As might be expected, Irish media lapdogs
gave no attention this year to the huge contrast
between two important public events. A low-key
“in and out of the GPO” official commemoration
of the 1916 Rising by the President, Michael D.
Higgins, the Taoiseach, Enda Kenny, and a tiny
military presence was one of these events. The
other was the much more grandiose official joint
commemoration at Islandbridge of the Irish

dead in the British army and of Irish army
personnel who died on UN peace missions,
attended by the President, the full Government,
ambassadors, bands, and a large military
detachment.

Does this mean that Irish army personnel
who died on UN duty are to be regarded as the
heirs of Ireland’s British army dead rather than
of Óglaigh na hÉireann and the Irish Citizen
Army, on whose sacrifices the Irish state was
founded? On the basis of their inclusion in the
Islandbridge ceremony, apparently so!

Does it mean that 1916 will continue to be
commemorated as an event of mainly folkloric
significance? On the basis of a projected Irish-
British economic integration, also apparently so!

One hardly needs to be a Marxist to
understand that such superstructural shifts
bespeak an underlying economic dimension.

Thus we are not surprised to read (Irish
Independent, 18 July 2013):

The Irish and British governments are
poised to unveil an economic master
plan designed to deepen integration
between the two countries. A study,
commissioned by both governments,
outlines a range of proposals in which
Dublin and London would collaborate,
including joint Irish and UK trade
missions, boosting electrical
interconnection and a common tourist
visa for both countries. The plan is
expected to be jointly launched in a
statement from British Prime Minister
David Cameron and Taoiseach Enda
Kenny. It follows agreement from both
leaders in March last year to set out a
vision of closer bilateral co-operation
between Britain and Ireland over the
next decade. 

Recommended areas of collaboration
include:
• Joint Irish-British trade missions, with British
ministers promoting the benefits of Ireland
overseas and vice versa; developing joint trade
and promotional proposals in the agri-food
sector;
• increased electrical interconnection capacity,
boosting the number of companies active in the
market, thereby boosting competition and
lowering prices;
• a common travel area visa, allowing for a
single visa for travel to both countries, building
on the existing short-stay visa waiver scheme;
• closer co-operation in banking and financial
services, allowing for the two countries to take a
co-ordinated approach on international
negotiations;
• spreading the cost of investing in research and
development facilities and expertise between the
two countries, with ICT and bio-technology
getting the greatest benefit.

The study draws on contributions from
“policy-makers, industry experts, and
businesses.”

In short: a new Act of Union by another
name, with a rampantly capitalist Ireland
maintaining its now empty symbols of national
independence.

Just as big fish in the corporate world
swallow up the smaller fish, such “integration”
of capitalist economies follows the well-worn
pathway described by Marx and Lenin—with
dire consequences for the working class, as the
hegemony of neo-liberalism in today’s world so
clearly demonstrates.

James Connolly saw clearly that the only
worthwhile way for Irish workers to advance the
interests of the vast majority of our people was
to break the link with imperial Britain and to
establish an Irish socialist republic embodying
the egalitarian principles of the 1916
Proclamation.

Connolly’s insight is every bit as valid today
as it was in the early twentieth century.  [TMS]
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Nation

Father Marx, the X Case,
abortion, and the
‘protection of life’

Agrarianism, 2013
“The turfcutters’ initial victory reveals the
difference between a people mobilised
around clear demands and the many
demonstrations organised over the last
couple of years with no clear demands or
strategy.”
Eugene McCartan, CPI, 2012.

On 9 March 2012 four-and-a-half
thousand working people took part in
an agrarian-style demonstration
outside Leinster House organised by
the Turf Cutters’ and Contractors’
Association. 

As a result the Dublin parliament passed
a motion tabled by Luke Flanagan TD in
support of the turf-cutters and for a national
raised-bog restoration plan.

Having previously rejected the turf-cutters’
case, the Government promised to organise
a delegation to travel to Brussels to meet
the EU Commission in an attempt to resolve
their grievances. This was not to be, as the
Government simply reneged on the
commitment made to the turf-cutters.

More than a year later the Government is
continuing its offensive against the turf-
cutters. On 3 July four turf-cutters were
again before the Circuit Criminal Court in
Galway, charged in connection with cutting
turf in special areas of conservation in Co.
Galway. Their case was put back to a further
hearing in December. In addition, Michael
and James King from Co. Longford were
charged with cutting turf in two separate
places in bogs designated as special areas
of conservation; their case was adjourned
until 17 September.

Deputy Flanagan, PRO of the Turf Cutters’
and Contractors’ Association, said there was
“great irony that the bankers from the Anglo
tapes are tucked up in their five-star bed at
the moment and the turf-cutters are facing
three years in jail.”

The present situation is totally
unsatisfactory since the introduction of the
EU Habitats Directive, which prevents
working people cutting turf as they have
done for generations. Until there is a final
fair and acceptable solution there will be no
cessation of turf-cutting!  [MH]
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ALL WELCOME

It rarely happens that a “code of law is the
blunt, unmitigated, unadulterated expression of
the domination of a class” 
Engels to Conrad Schmidt, 1890.

Father Paul Marx of St Michael,
Minnesota, was an opponent of all
forms of contraception. He founded

“Human Life International” and
established “pro-life” organisations in
the ninety countries he visited. 

In the early 1970s he visited Ireland and
toured schools with what he claimed was a
foetus in a jar. (It was probably a doll.) It looked
like a baby, and the idea was to frighten
schoolchildren into opposing abortion. This sort
of bullying and intimidation had the widespread
support of the hierarchy at the time.

The case of Roe v. Wade in America was the
catalyst for the right wing in Ireland to seek an
amendment to the Constitution in relation to
abortion. The American Supreme Court
essentially granted the right to abortion even
though the right was not expressly mentioned in
the Constitution of the United States. As a direct
reaction, the Irish right wing decided that they
needed to stop a similar development here by
inserting an amendment in the Constitution of
Ireland forbidding abortion. The eighth
amendment to the Constitution was an attempt
to rewrite the Roe v. Wade judgement.

An important aspect of the American
judgement had been a consideration of when
the foetus could live outside the womb. Hence,
in the Irish amendment the reference is to “the
unborn,” so that the foetus would be protected
regardless of viability. The amendment was an
expression by a right-wing conservative Catholic
bourgeoisie represented by lawyers, doctors and
academics to impose their own morality on the
working class and on society at large.

The X Case arose in 1992 when a child was
raped and subsequently became pregnant.
Along with her parents, she decided to go to
England for an abortion.

Her parents contacted the Gardaí to see what
evidence would be needed in order to help
convict the rapist. The Gardaí contacted the
director of public prosecutions; the DPP
contacted the attorney-general; the attorney-

general obtained an injunction against the
victim of the crime and her parents to prevent
them going to England for an abortion, using
article 40.3.3 of the Constitution. Mr Justice
Declan Costello in the High Court upheld the
injunction and effectually ordered the child to
have her rapist’s child.

There was outrage at the blatant injustice
and inhumanity of the decision. Schoolgirls
walked out of their classes despite threats of
expulsion from the same nuns who had
welcomed Father Marx and his pickled “foetus.”
There were widespread demonstrations.

The state had failed to protect the “Kerry
Babies” or Anne Lovett (the fifteen-year-old who
died alone in childbirth in dreadful
circumstances in 1984), and here it was
prosecuting the victim of a crime.

The political establishment was frightened by
the disruption in society. The perception of
Ireland abroad was of a country ruled by
mediaeval monks.

The child involved in the X Case was now
suicidal at the thought of being forced to
continue with the pregnancy. The Supreme
Court overturned the High Court’s decision on
grounds far wider than simply the issue of
suicide: Mr Justice Séamus Egan, for example,
pointed out that the words of article 40.3.3
stated that the mother had an equal right to life.

In other words, the eighth amendment did
not achieve the objective of those reactionaries
who wrote it. It actually allowed abortion. The
other effects it had were that every Government
since the X Case has wanted to steer clear of the
abortion issue, and the right-wing “pro-lifers”
were regarded as discredited.

Legislating for the X Case is to be the Labour
Party’s achievement in government. The
Protection of Life During Pregnancy Act, which
has just passed into law, will be a measure of
that party’s failure. Thousands of women travel
abroad each year for legal abortions. The new
act addresses one limited area of article 40.3.3;
it fails to address cases such as that of Savita
Halappanavar, who was a healthy young woman
whose right to life the state failed to protect. Nor
does it address the cases of foetal abnormality
where the foetus cannot survive outside the
womb.

The Labour Party had the opportunity to
draft legislation that embraced the whole of the
X Case judgement; instead they decided to
appease the right-wing “pro-life” movement.

It is inevitable that another “hard case” will
emerge, forcing bourgeois politicians to cringe
and wring their hands, pleading innocence when
some other poor woman or child suffers or dies
over the failure to grasp this nettle.  [NOM]

A new Act of Union 
(by another name)
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ImperialismHousehold charges

Buoyed up, no doubt, by the collapse
of the campaign against property
taxes, the coalition Government is

now showing its determination to
proceed with the introduction of water
charges. 

It’s a policy that fits comfortably into its
overall determination to press ahead with the
Troika’s dictate to cut our welfare safety net to
the bone and remove the social wage wherever
possible.

Ignoring the advice of a former senior official
of the International Monetary Fund, Prof.
Ashoka Mody, to ease back on austerity, the
well-heeled ministers of the Fine Gael and
Labour Party coalition are promising yet another
tough budget. The outstanding question now is
whether they can be prevented from causing
further damage to the people they govern, and if
so, how.

An air of weary resignation has spread among
many working people as a view has grown that,
while resistance is justified and indeed desirable,
at the present time it is futile. This is not in the
least surprising, since the Government has
managed to impose a property tax (in reality it is
a tax on homes, as big wealth in Ireland remains
largely untouched) against the wishes of a
majority of the state’s citizens.

The events and circumstances that saw
resistance to the property tax defeated are
instructive. Let’s go back, therefore, to the
launch of the campaign against household
charges in late 2011 and explore how this
initiative developed and eventually withered.

As 2011 was drawing to a close, nine TDs and
a number of councillors publicly pledged not to
pay the household charge, and said they were
prepared to go to prison in defence of their
stance. The group contributed significant sums
from their Dáil salaries and council allowances
to the campaign fund and called upon
householders throughout the 26 Counties to join
them in a boycott of the tax. The call gained an
early and powerful response.

Several factors had come together to elicit
this positive reaction. For a start, many political
activists in the Republic welcomed the sight of
elected left-wing and radical representatives
combining in a united front in order to organise
a campaign on the streets. In the second
instance, members of the Socialist Party and the
Socialist Workers’ Party invested significant time
and energy in contacting and organising non-
party activists in rural areas.

There was, of course, the fact that an across-
the-board levy on all households, regardless of
size, collected in order to pay off gambling
bondholders, was deeply resented as
outrageously unjust by an overwhelming

majority of the population.
Lastly, and most importantly, there was the

very important detail that the collection of
household tax was in the hands of local
government—a vehicle not best suited to the task
and one that it proved possible to defy.

In summary, the campaign in its earliest days
had unified political leadership, had ground-
level organisation and popular support, and,
crucially, had found a viable method of struggle.
At its high point, in March 2012, more than half
of all home-owners had not paid, and by year’s
end the figure was still high. Throughout the
year thousands had marched through Dublin,
Galway, Cork, Letterkenny and a host of smaller
towns demanding that the tax be discarded.

In short, there was a very significant
mobilisation on this issue, giving rise to the hope
that, at last, we were seeing the emergence of a
fight-back in Ireland. Sadly, it was not to last.

Learning from its failure to implement a
household charge in 2012, the coalition adopted
a different strategy with its property tax in 2013.
No longer would local government be tasked
with collection; in its place the job was given to
the Revenue Commissioners, who were armed
with additional and draconian powers to deduct
property tax directly from the salary, pension,
social welfare or bank accounts of home-owners
who did not co-operate with the authorities.

By late July 2013 the Revenue
Commissioners were claiming a compliance rate
of 89 per cent, and senior members of the
boycott campaign were privately admitting that
the day was lost.

It has to be said, though, that the dramatic
implosion of resistance owed its origins not to a
sudden loss of nerve by the populace but to
other, more concrete factors. Divisions among
the elected representatives who fronted the
movement caused many activists to question the
direction of the campaign. The continuing tale of
resignations, splits and personal problems
undoubtedly played a part in undermining
confidence among activists and public alike. The
boycott campaign’s failure to persuade the trade
union movement to take even limited direct
industrial action was another serious set-back.

Ultimately, though, it was the “choice of
weapons” that really determined the fate of the
struggle. By cleverly constructing a draconian
method of taxation, the coalition effectually
denied the population any effective means of
resistance or protest against this particular
measure.

As Councillor Terry Kelleher of Balbriggan
told a local newspaper, “the boycott was not a
success, but that was down to quite draconian
measures by the Government, where people felt
that if they didn’t pay they would end up paying

more and they would have money taken out of
their pensions or their social welfare or their
wages . . .”

In spite of this, there is no reason for despair.
We cannot overlook the fact that in 2012 the
people demonstrated a significant willingness
and ability to organise and fight back, but only
under conditions that were suitable and with
tactics that were well chosen. There is clearly an
urgent need to identify what worked successfully
and where mistakes were made and to learn
from this, and to do so in an analytical
atmosphere, free from rancour or smugness.

Thereafter, it is necessary that in the light of
such a review a better blueprint for struggle be
drawn up.

Arriving at such an agreed plan of action will
not happen overnight and certainly not from
small, self-appointed cadres of “the enlightened”
determining what is best for us. It can happen
only in the course of widespread engagement
and continuing discussion among the greatest
number of working people.

Moreover, this process is unlikely to occur
spontaneously, and surely the immediate role for
political activists has to be to facilitate and
arrange opportunities for working people to
meet, discuss and debate (a process,
incidentally, that is taking place at present
among progressive sections of the Turkish and
Brazilian people).

There is, however, an important caveat that
must be entered before rushing into future
activities. The Irish left cannot remain
indefinitely on the defensive, no matter how
worthy the causes we seek to uphold or the
institutions we wish to protect. For too long we
have been on the back foot, fighting on ground
chosen by the ruling class as we put energy into
identifying and thereafter trying to resist
measures that we don’t want imposed upon us.
All too rarely are we able to turn the tables and
force the privileged ruling minority to deal with
demands for what we need and want.

In this light, therefore, it would be unwise,
for example, to leap immediately from the
property tax campaign to an anti-water-tax
campaign without at least putting it in the
context of promoting a demand for the broadest
social wage. Nor can we simply call for an end to
cut-backs without providing a clear analysis of
why this cruelty is being inflicted on working
people (and by whom—both here and further
afield) and thereafter offering a workable
socialist alternative.

As always, while the answer lies not in
making capitalism better but in making it
history, we must transform this phrase from
observation into concrete action. Difficult, yes,
but impossible? Most certainly not.  [TMK]

Implosion of resistance

The continuing attempts by the
American media to go to war in Syria
have been stepped up in recent
weeks with claims that the Syrian
government has been using chemical
weapons, something we have all
heard before over many decades of
US imperialism and its continuing
love affair with war and all things
military.

Yet history has shown that the United
States will use any method and tell any
amount of lies to advance its position in
global affairs.

In 1898 the US government used the
pretext of the mysterious sinking of the
warship Maine to declare war on Spain. The
American public were baying for war
because of the spreading of lies that said
that Spanish forces were raping women in
Cuba. These stories were exacerbated by the
yellow press, especially the New York Journal
above, owned by William Randolph Hearst,
and the World, owned by Joseph Pulitzer.

Some years later it was disclosed that the
Maine sank because of a fire in its coal
bunker, but that was soon forgotten.

America’s involvement in the First World
War was again triggered by a fallacy, after a
German submarine sank the English liner
Lusitania. The sinking could not have come
at a better time for the British and American
forces. The First Lord of the Admiralty,
Winston Churchill, had written to the Board
of Trade some weeks earlier: “It is most
important to attract neutral shipping to our
shores in the hopes especially of embroiling
the United States with Germany.”

Well, it worked, because soon afterwards
the United States declared war on Germany.

It was not disclosed until some years later
that the Lusitania was carrying rifle
ammunition for the war effort. It was another
classic American story of deceit to get
involved in conflict.

We are familiar with the classic 1970s
American film Tora Tora Tora! which we
watched as children, about the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 and Admiral
Yamamoto saying, ”Gentlemen, I’m afraid we
have awoken a sleeping giant.” The facts, as
usual, are completely different.

Two weeks before the attack the Honolulu
Advertiser had predicted it, and seven days
before, on 6 December, Japanese naval
codes were broken. Ten days before the
attack the US Secretary of State, Henry
Stimson, known as a hawk, wrote in his
diary the following remarks about the
president, Franklin D. Roosevelt: “He
brought up the event that we are likely to be
attacked perhaps next Monday, for the
Japanese are notorious for making an attack
without warning, and the question was what
we should do. The question was how we
should manoeuvre them into the position of
firing the first shot without allowing too
much danger to ourselves.”

American records released in 2011 show
that Roosevelt knew the attacks were going
to take place three days before, on 6
December.

In August 1964 the infamous Gulf of
Tonkin incident took place, when the
American destroyer Maddox, which was
conducting electronic espionage, claimed it
was fired on by North Vietnamese forces for
a second time on 4 August. President
Lyndon Johnson used this as a way of
showing the American public that this

“attack” was typical of Vietnamese
“communist aggression,” and within a short
period the Congress passed laws allowing
the United States to go to war.

In 2005 a historical study by the National
Security Agency showed that no attack
happened on 4 August 1964; yet more than
three million Vietnamese and hundreds of
thousands of Cambodians and Laotians died
needlessly.

10 October 1990 saw another shameful
act of American aggression when Nayirah al-
Sabah declared for all to see at the US
congressional human rights caucus that she
had witnessed Iraqi troops taking Kuwaiti
babies from their incubators. This led to
President George Bush (senior) lending his
support to Kuwait in its war against Iraq.
After the invasion it was disclosed that
Nayirah al-Sabah was the daughter of the
Kuwaiti ambassador to the United States.
The incident also showed how NGOs like
Amnesty International can be used to suit
American interests, as her comments were
at first corroborated by them.

The disgraceful invasion of Iraq by many
different countries but in particular the
United States and Britain in 2003 was on
what is now known to be the false excuse
that Iraq was stockpiling “weapons of mass
destruction.” The mass propaganda was fed
by a press that claims to be free and
unbiased, yet any good investigator would
have shown that Iraq had no such weapons
and that the removal of the Iraqi president
was its intention from the beginning. Yet
hundreds of thousands of innocent Iraqis
have died needlessly, and still do to this day.
Pictured above: US secretary of state Robert
McNamara spreading the lie.

US aggression: a familiar story
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Class

If we take it that the state is run inthe interests of the Irish big
bourgeoisie, then what class runs

the state machine on their behalf? Do
we have the Hillary Westons, Denis
O’Briens or Michael O’Learys running
the political machinery and making
the policy decisions that have shaped
this nation’s legacy? 

Of course not, for we live in a democracy,
with the ability to vote in our legislators,
politics of plurality, and public accountability!

Well, without trying to sound too sarcastic,
the question of class and the class make-up
of our elected TDs is a subject that needs to
be examined when we are analysing the
ruling class in Ireland. In this respect this
article concentrates on Fine Gael, the largest
party in the Government, and its members—
their occupations, assets, salaries, and
expenses.

James Petras, when he came to Dublin in
May to give the annual James Connolly
Memorial Lecture, described how
imperialism’s reach over the globe is
dependent on a native collaborative class to
carry through an imperialist agenda. Given
that the policy-makers in a country can vary
from being ruthless military dictatorships to
elected governments, as in Ireland, in each
instance they act as the native political wing
supporting and defending imperialism, in a
lot of cases going unopposed or
unchallenged politically by the labour
movement.

With this in mind, taking a deeper look at
our own political establishment may unearth
the links or the incentive to collaborate with
the Irish big bourgeoisie and the imperialist
blocs. If we look at table 1 we can see the
occupation type of Fine Gael TDs elected in
2011. Seventy-six of them were elected;
however, a number of them would have
more than one occupation listed, which is
taken into account here.

We find that 86 per cent of Fine Gael TDs,
according to their occupation type, would be
classified as being in the middle to upper or
professional class, with only 1 per cent
being in the middle to working class or non-
professional category. Not one present or
former tradesperson, labourer, shop
assistant, factory worker, food or retail
service worker, civil servant (other than at
the management level) or any other skilled
or unskilled occupation make up any part of
the Fine Gael parliamentary party (or indeed
of any of the other troika parties: see “What
we need is a party of a new type,” Socialist
Voice, June 2012).

According to statistics compiled by the
CSO, more than 68 per cent of the working
population are regarded as being in the
middle to working-class (non-professional)
category. On this basis a majority of the
population are not being represented at the
policy-making level; and anyone interested in
democracy must realise that here in Ireland
the working class and the middle strata hold
little or no position of power, despite being
the largest social group. Surely this huge
democratic deficit must be acknowledged, at
the very least.

Getting back to Fine Gael—and without
getting bogged down in stating how many
teachers or accountants are in the party—it
is clear that the majority have a background
in a well-paid profession. Digging deeper we
see that that, even after being elected, a
majority of TDs have additional sources of
income, apart from the salary received from
being elected. (More on TDs’ salaries later!)

In fact almost half the Fine Gael TDs are
listed in the published register of members’
interests (www.oireachtas.ie) as having one
additional source of income. More than 14
per cent have two additional sources of
income, and slightly less than 3 per cent
have three additional sources.

Number of income sources for Fine
Gael TDs 2012

Not alone have two-thirds of Fine Gael
TDs additional sources of income but nearly
70 per cent own various amounts of land or
property. (If income is derived from land or
property, whether it is in farming or letting,
this has been included under additional
sources of income.) 51 per cent own
numerous amounts of land and property,
such as Tom Barry, who lists eight separate
properties, including hundreds of acres of
farmland and several houses and
apartments to rent, or Alan Shatter, who
owns fourteen different properties in Ireland
and abroad, to give just two examples.

Together with this land or property, 28 per
cent of Fine Gael TDs hold some form of
directorship, while 23 per cent have shares
in a variety of companies or funds, separate
from the additional income sources
mentioned already. However, the amount of
money derived from these shares is not
disclosed in the register of members’
interests, so it’s hard to say exactly what
the shares are worth. To take a single
example, though, Richard Bruton has shares
in Bank of Ireland, AIB, Irish Life and
Permanent, FBD, Arytza, CRH, Kingspan,
and Smurfit Kappa Group. Most of these
companies would be in the list of the Irish
big bourgeoisie cited by NL in last month’s
article.

Surprisingly enough, Bruton also happens
to be minister for jobs, enterprise and
innovation, which would suggest a clear link
between the political establishment and the
Irish big bourgeoisie at the top ministerial
level.

So to sum up, we know that a majority of
Fine Gael TDs have additional sources of
income, a majority of them own land or
property, and a significant number have

shares in companies or funds.
Unfortunately, without the figures this
income is impossible to calculate. What we
can disclose, however, is their basic income.

The basic salary of a TD is €87,258,
according to the Government web site, but
was €92,672 when the present Dáil were
elected in 2011. There is also a public
representative’s allowance for backbench
TDs of €20,350. Then there is the travel
and accommodation allowance, which in
2011 for Fine Gael amounted to
€2,676,354, or on average €35,685 per
Fine Gael TD (www.thejournal.ie).

In total, the average annual salary with
expenses of a Fine Gael TD is €143,293. If
we take into account the fact that ministers,
of which Fine Gael has nineteen (the
Taoiseach, Government ministers, and
ministers of state), have a basic salary of
€169,275, as much as a quarter have pay
(including expenses) of more than
€224,960. (PRA = €20,000 for ministers.)

The Taoiseach has an annual salary of
€200,000, plus an additional €118,981 in
expenses, coming to a total of €318,981.

‘the ruling class needs
its gatekeepers, its
collaborators, to
function properly’

These are not people struggling with
recession, struggling to put food on the
table, to pay rent or a mortgage, picking up
welfare money each week, surviving on the
bare minimum. With these types of salary
they can afford private education or extra
private tuition, they can afford the high price
of private health care, they can relieve the
stress of work and daily life with comfortable
holidays at home and abroad. They are
sheltered from the effects of the economic
crisis. This type of wealth promotes luxury,
while necessities are no longer necessary.

This is not an attack on people earning a
good living but on the fact that elected

politicians in Fine Gael, who claim to
represent the people, are so far removed
from the majority of working people and
their families and their daily struggles, yet
they insist that the ordinary person should
pay billions of euros in debt for generations
to come—a debt not of their making—all
the while giving us a pat on the back when
the reports on implementing austerity
coming back from Brussels are positive.

What can we logically conclude from this?
It could be stated that Fine Gael does
actually represent a certain class, that it
forms part of our native class of
collaborators. It is they who are managing
the affairs of the rich, to protect the rich
while at the same time they are enriching
themselves, allying with and becoming part
of the big bourgeoisie.

I don’t want to commit the fallacy of
composition here and make it seem that
every Fine Gael TD is directly connected to
the Irish ruling class. That’s not the point of
this exercise. The Irish ruling class is a class
of owners of industry and finance who long
ago left behind any notion of developing
indigenous industry and are interwoven with
and dependent on foreign capital and
finance—imperialism—to the detriment of
Irish workers and their families, of our
democracy, our sovereignty, and our ability
to take an independent, anti-imperialist
path.

These are the 1 per cent—or the 0.1 per
cent—who dictate economic policy in
Ireland, allied to the European, American
and British imperialists.

Just as Petras explained, the ruling class
needs its gatekeepers, its collaborators, to
function properly; and by analysing the Irish
political parties, and in particular Fine Gael,
we can demonstrate that this role is played
extremely well by them. With no opposition
from the Labour Party or Fianna Fáil in
policy matters (and with those parties
having a largely similar class make-up),
where will the labour and working-class
movement find its political voice? And for
how much longer will this majority group be
deprived of having any significant
representation in political office?

If anything is to change, people will have
to join or support parties of the working
class that are willing to defend and advance
their position in society. Rotating the
existing parties in government will not bring
about change: only a conscious movement
in class struggle will bring about the
political, social and economic changes that
are necessary for the advancement of the
working class and its allies. [EON]

Fine Gael 31st Dáil
2011

Total of occupations listed  95
Business interests 12
High-level management 22
Lower-level management 2
Law 5
Health care 3
Professional occupation 21
Education 16
Defence Forces 1
Middle to upper 
professional) class total 82
Middle to upper (professional) 
class as percentage 86.3
Farming 12
Farming total of Fine Gael TDs 12
Farming as % of Fine Gael TD 12.6
Skilled occupation (non)manual 1
Semi-skilled occupation 0
Unskilled occupations 0
Middle to working class 
(non-professional) as 
total of Fine Gael TDs 1
Middle to working class 
(non-professional) as %  
of Fine Gael TDs 1.1

33.8% have one source

2.7% have four sources
14.9% 
have three 
sources

48.6% have two sources

Fine Gael: political pluralism or class collaborators?
In last month’s
Socialist Voice there
was an article by NL
headed “Ireland’s
ruling class.” What
was brought out in
that article was the
fact that the class in
whose interests the
state is run and whose
interests the state has
defended–the Irish
ruling class–is the
Irish big bourgeoisie, a
domestic monopolist-
type class that trades
at the global level but
is still a class
dependent on the
imperialist United
States, EU and Britain.

The data used in this
article was obtained
from the Register of
Members’ Interests,
thejournal.ie, the
Central Statistics
Office, and research
on political parties
taken from the
Oireachtas web site
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The central theme of the Lock-out in
1913 was the workers’ desire to
unionise and, with this collective
power, to bring some autonomy to
their daily lives. 

Irish workers and their families in 1913
were effectually living in conditions that left
them powerless and unable to engage with
the political process.

The twentieth century saw the rise and
fall of the once-prolific workers’ parties and
unions, from the grinding up of the left in
Thatcher’s Britain to the “everyone is middle
class” façade that has been drip-fed by the

increasingly homogenised media. Capitalism
has pushed on, oscillating between crisis
and apparent prosperity. The ebb and flow
of capitalism is now reaching the precipice
throughout the political, environmental and
social spectra.

Ireland, a microcosm of these global
power struggles, has seen a regression in
the past few years. The recession and
accompanying narrative of austerity have
eroded freedoms and alienated individuals
from the decision-making process. The
political process is so cynical that it not only
props up the power structures of capitalism

but continues to undermine the very idea of
individual freedoms. This has been bolstered
by an increasingly dilute voice of opposition,
drowned out by monolithic business
interests controlled by the few.

We will challenge the right of today’s
William Martin Murphys—oligarchs and
organised business interests—to control our
politics, economy and society.

Unfinished Business, 1913, is a group
that has evolved from the disenfranchised
youth who wish to bring class politics to the
forefront of Irish politics, to challenge the
decision-making processes that increasingly
marginalise the most vulnerable in society,
and to give a voice of opposition to those
locked out of politics.

The group aims to bring class politics to a
population in which more than one in four
young people are unemployed, with
countries such as Greece and Spain seeing
youth unemployment as high as one in two.
The West is becoming increasingly divided,
with capital rising to the top and less and
less for the bottom.

The 1913 Lock-out was rooted in class
warfare, with the working class pitted
against a very small group of employers,
who dictated and presided over the lives of
the disenfranchised. Rather than lose an
entire generation to forced emigration, we
aspire to rise up and challenge the
“leaders” of our society. We have come full
circle, to a point where again “the great
appear great because we are on our knees.
Let us rise!”
■ ub1913.wordpress.com

Capitalism
A communist am I and proud to say it.

I’ve seen our people robbed of their
livelihoods,

Their families torn apart due lack of work
and then that endless cycle of emigration.

By choice, says the Minister for Finance,
Michael Noonan.

Fuck off, says I.
They told us in the nineties and noughties

that emigration wouldn’t happen again.
I didn’t believe them. Capitalism is a

cyclical process.
When, oh, when, are we going to learn

and get rid of these bloodsuckers!

Join the struggle for socialism!  
Join the Communist Party of Ireland

Please send me information about Communist Party of Ireland membership

Name

Address

Post Code Phone

e mail

send to  � � CPI  43 East Essex Street, Dublin 2       CPI  PO Box  85 Belfast BT1 1SR

Socialist Voice and Unity subscriptions
Take out a subscription to Socialist Voice by sending  €15 (£10) to Socialist Voice, 43 East
Essex Street, Dublin 2, for one year (10–12 issues).  This rate includes postage within
Ireland; rates for other countries on request.)  Free subscription to the email edition of
Socialist Voice by sending us an e-mail. 
Take out a subscription to Unity by sending £17.50 (19) for 6 months or £35 ( 38) for 12
months to Unity, PO Box 85, Belfast BT1 1SR,  This rate includes postage within Ireland:
rates for other countries on request.
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